
LET US TELL YOUR OWN STORY!
IN PERSON EDITION

We design a story just for you, in a choose your own adventure format,
delivered by a live actor. Your attendees are immersed for 30-90

minutes in a story experience where they're the heroes.
 

Your own story theme - from space voyages incorporating
new company products, to international heists to recover
your strategy, we can craft anything for you.

Vote on decision points - what will you all decide? Attack
or befriend the ship? Sneak in or break in? The story is in
your hands...

Move for the mission - pull faces to unlock the door! Start
rowing the ship! Work out the door code! Perform the
actions we tell you to, all together.



HOW DOES IT WORK?

Delivered by a live actor
 

An actor, immersed in a character, takes you through
the story with you at the centre of it! We can work
with any space, indoor or outdoor. Supplemented

with multimedia, you all vote on key decision points
and perform actions in this energetic experience.

 

Receive your comic book
 

Using photos taken on the day, we pull together your
story, photos and voting decisions into a PDF comic
e-book that you can circulate to your attendees and

beyond!
 

Fill out our story survey
 

You fill out a short survey telling us the kind of game
you’d like, including storyline, genre, audience

members to pick on…

 

Design the story
 

We get to work designing the story just for you!
Unique to your booking, considering what best fits
the group. We also get a bespoke briefing sent out,

getting your people excited about the story.

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST?

It's £4,500-£5,500 exc VAT, no matter what. Have as
many people attend as you like. It tends to work best with

large groups.
 

Exact cost depends on length of game and travel distance.


